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Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381

NOv 1 8 1994

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority )

Docket Nos. 50-390
50-391

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - TECHNICAL INFORMATION CONCERNING
ELECTRICAL CABLE SPLICES USED AT WBN

This letter encloses a detailed report describing the electrical cable
splices that are used at WBN and the technical bases for these splices.
The report was requested by the NRC staff to supplement the management
overview information that TVA presented in a meeting on November 3, 1994.

Much of the discussion in the enclosed report is based on TVA's findings
from its investigation of the cause and extent of condition of Significant
Corrective Action Report (SCAR) WBSCA940063. However, not all of the
issues associated with this SCAR are discussed. The information in the
report primarily addresses the splice connector issues that were discussed
during the meeting on November 3, 1994. The corrective action plan for
WBSCA940063 is not yet approved and its extent of condition is still being
reviewed. Nonetheless, TVA considers that the evaluations which have
already been completed provide an adequate basis for the enclosed report.

Enclosure 1 is TVA's report describing electrical cable splices at WBN.
Enclosure 2 is a list of the commitments made in Enclosure 1.
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Page 2

NOV 1 8 1994

If you have any questions about the information provided in this letter,
please telephone John Vorees at (615) 365-8819.

Sincerely,

Dwight E. Nunn
Vice President
New Plant Completion
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

Enclosure
cc (Enclosures):

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
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ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

ELECTRICAL CABLE SPLICES

I. DESCRIPTION OF ISSUES

A. Background

On September 14, 1994, an NRC inspector identified the use of Thomas
& Betts (T&B) 54500-series 2-way connectors in 6.9kV applications.
This was discovered during the review of the closure documentation
for Construction Deficiency Report (CDR) 390/91-14. Use of this
connector type is not in accordance with the current requirements of
General Engineering Specification G-38 ("Installation, Modification,
and Maintenance of Insulated Cables Rated Up to 15,000 Volts") and
Modification/Addition Instruction (MAI) 3.3 ("Cable Terminating,
Splicing, and Testing for Cable Rated Up to 15,000 Volts").

CDR 390/91-14 is associated with WBN corrective action program
documents SCR 6536-S and WBSCA910173. SCR 6536-S was initiated in
December 1985 and identified the possible use of T&B 54500-series
2-way connectors rated for 600 volts installed in 6.9kV
applications. From March 22, 1976, to July 18, 1982, Quality
Control Procedure (QCP) 3.5 was used to install and inspect 6.9kV
Class lE splices. The QCP did not list a specific 2-way connector
type to be used in 6.9kV applications, however it did specify T&B
"R-suffix" dies for 601-15,000 volt applications. This situation
may have resulted in the use of T&B 54500-series connectors in 6.9kV
applications, and the possibility of using incorrect tooling on
54500-series connectors. Subsequent procedures QCP-3.06-4 and
QCI-3.06-4 were in error since their issuance on July 19, 1982,
because they allowed only T&B 54500-series connectors, contrary to
G-38 requirements.

The corrective actions for SCR 6536-S are documented in TVA's final
report for nonconformance report (NCR) WBN 6536 (WBRD-50-390/86-24
and WBRD-50-390/86-20). As part of the corrective action,, Thomas &
Betts provided acceptance criteria for the 54500-series connectors.
Also, one phase of each 6.9kV Class lE cable splice in the circuits
identified in SCR 6536-S had insulation removed and was inspected to
identify the type of connector and tooling used.
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The corrective action was implemented by Workplan N-6536-1 and no
T&B 54500-series connectors were identified. Recurrence controls
for SCR 6536-S required revising G-38 to allow use of only T&B 15kV
rated connectors in applications above 600V (a subsequent revision
to G-38 also permits use of T&B 600V-35kV short barrel uninsulated
terminal lugs). The specification was revised on July 16, 1986, and
the revision became effective September 15, 1986.

WBSCA910173 was initiated on March 18, 1991 to document additional
installation problems identified by Workplan N-6536-1. The workplan
identified additional die crimp discrepancies and excessive exposed
conductors which were not addressed through WBN's corrective action
program.

WBSCA910173 was resolved by including all Class 1E 6.9kV splices in
DCN Q-17111, which defines the scope of rework for Raychem-insulated
splices and terminations associated with WBP880676SCA as part of the
Corrective Action Program (CAP) for cable issues.

From the date of the G-38 revision to present, approximately 56 T&B
54500-series connectors were installed at WBN in 6.9kV applications
(36 in common station service transformer (CSST) feeders installed
by Design Change Notice (DCN) M-12051 in May 1992 and 20 in diesel
generator (DG) feeders installed by DCN M-11050 from August 1993
through June 1994). All of these connectors were installed
subsequent to the G-38 revision which specified 54000-series
connectors to be used in 6.9kV splices.

As a result of the NRC inspector's identification of the use of T&B54500-series connectors in 6.9kV splices, Problem Evaluation Report
(PER) WBPER940510 was initiated on October 3, 1994. This PER was
subsequently upgraded through WBN's corrective action process to
become Significant Corrective Action Report (SCAR) WBSCA940063 on
October 26, 1994.

B. Extent of Condition

The following table is presented to assist in understanding the
scope and technical discussions that follow. The table summarizes
connector model numbers, types, and classifications.
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i1 CATALOG CERTIFIED
MANUFACTURER MODEL NO. VOLTAGE VOLTAGE DESCRIPTION

(See Not 1)

T&B 53100 Heavy Duty 35kV Heavy Duty Cast 1-Hole Lug
600V-35kV

T&B 53200 Heavy Duty 35kV Heavy Duty Cast 2-Hole Lug
600V-35kV

T&B 53500 Heavy Duty 15kV Heavy Duty Cast 2-Way
Connector

T&B 54100 600V-35kV 35kV Short Barrel 1-Hole Lug

T&B 54200 600V-35kV 35kV Short Barrel 2-Hole Lug

TO 54500 600V 15kV Short Barrel 2-Way Connector

T&B 54440 15kV 15kV 15kV 1-Hole Lug

T&B 54475 15kV 15kV 15kV 2-Hole Lug

T&B 54000 15kV 15kV 15kV 2-Way Connector

T&B 54900 600V-35kV 35kV Long Barrel 1-Hole Lug

T&B 54850 600V-35kV 35kV Long Barrel 2-Hole Lug

T&B 54800 600V 15kV Long Barrel 2-Way Connector

Burndy YS 35kV 35kV Long Barrel 2-Way Connector
See Note 2 See Note 2

Penn Union TLU Heavy Duty See Note 3 Heavy Duty Cast 1 & 2 Hole
______ _____Lugs

Notes:

1. This column reflects vendor documentation received by TVA.

2. Burndy recommends coordination with cable manufacturer for stress relief instructions
above 5kV.

3. This data not received from Penn Union as of this writing.

The initial methodology to evaluate the extent of condition for
WBSCA940063 was to determine (1) the use of T&B 54500-series
connectors in 6.9kV applications and (2) the proper use of tooling
associated with each lug/connector type. While investigating the
extent of condition, the following issues were identified:

1. T&B 54500-series 2-way connectors had been used in 6.9kV
splices subsequent to the G-38 revision that became effective
on September 15, 1986. Thirty-six connectors were used in
the CSST feeder cables installed by DCN F-17818-A and twenty
were used in the DG feeder cable splices installed by DCN
M-11050.
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2. Burndy type YS connectors were specified by DCN M-11050 but
installation instructions were not provided in MAI-3.3. In
addition, an exception to G-38 was not issued to justify
their use in lieu of the specified T&B 15kV connectors.

3. T&B 15kV 2-way connectors were not installed in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions. T&B installation
instructions for this type of lug and 2-way connector require
overlapping of the die crimps and 90° crimp rotation to
produce a round, smooth crimped barrel. Field observations
to determine the extent of condition found ringed (four
concentric, non-overlapping compressions--two per barrel end)
versus overlapped crimps on large-size (500 MCM) connectors
and single crimps without rotation on smaller-size connectors
(2/0 and 4/0).

The review effort to assess the extent of condition is not yet
complete. However, to date the following populations of
lugs/connectors have been identified in Class lE and cable-suffix-
P&R medium-voltage applications:

1. Burndy YS Series 2-Way Connectors 50
2. T&B 600V-35kV Terminal Lugs 570
3. T&B 54500 and 53500-series 2-Way Connectors 81

(56-54500 and 24-53500)
4. Penn Union Cast Copper Lugs 33
5. T&B 15kV Terminal Lugs 96
6. T&B 15kV 2-Way Connectors 72
7. Soldered Y-Connectors 24
8. Unknown Vendor Pigtail Lugs 72
9. Unknown Terminal Lugs 71

Total 1069

Further evaluation of Items 8 and 9 would require the removal of
insulating materials to verify lug/connector type. Insulation has
not been removed pending completion of an engineering analysis.

II. 600V CONNECTORS USED IN 6.9kV APPLICATIONS

A. T&B Lugs and Connectors

To determine if proper tooling was utilized on T&B uninsulated
terminal lugs and connectors (other than the 15kV type which use
"R-suffix" dies), insulation was removed from one lug and it was
visually inspected. Although this lug was originally removed for
other purposes (e.g., it was incorrectly sized--see discussion
below), it was available to verify proper use of tooling and removal
of flashing. The lug was made using proper dies of the proper size.
Also, it had the proper number of crimps and flashing removed. The
majority of this type lug/connector used in 6.9kV applications has
the barrel covered with insulating material which precludes visual
inspection. However, the same type of connectors are used
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extensively in 480V applications. The 480V terminal lugs (e.g.,
switchgear terminations) typically are not insulated and can be
easily inspected to verify connector size, die type and size, number
of crimps, and removal of flashing. Approximately 200 T&B 54200 and
53200-series lugs have been visually inspected in the 480V shutdown
boards for the above listed attributes. All were acceptable. In
addition, 24 T&B 54100-series lugs used in a medium-voltage
application (5th DG potential transformer connections) that were not
covered by insulation have been visually inspected. They also were
installed correctly. As part of a separate visual walkdown
inspection for this type of lug used in 6.9kV terminations, one T&B
53200-series connector was found to be improperly sized (i.e.,
500 MCM versus 400 MCM). This discrepancy is considered isolated
based on the number of lugs that were visually inspected as part of
the review to determine the extent of condition. The improperly
sized lug was replaced by Work Order (WO) 94-23086-00.

A review of instructions for T&B 600V-35kV lugs and connectors
concluded that the correct instructions have been included in
MAI-3.3 and that they provide proper directions for installation.
Since adequate installation guidelines are provided in the
appropriate procedure and a large population was visually inspected
with acceptable results, there is reasonable assurance that T&B
connectors (other than the 15kV series which utilize "R-suffix"
dies) were installed correctly.

B. Burndy YS-Series 2-Way Connectors

The review to evaluate the extent of condition for WBSCA940063
determined that, although the Burndy connectors were specified and
procured by DCN M-11050, installation instructions were not provided
in either the DCN or MAI-3.3. Since a vendor technical manual was
not obtained to assist with the field work, the adequacy of the
installation of the Burndy connectors was questioned. The
insulation was removed from two Burndy connectors and they were
visually inspected for proper connector size, die type and size, and
number of crimps. The inspections determined that the connectors
were installed properly. In addition, 25 splices using Burndy
connectors were X-rayed to verify that the proper number of crimps
were applied. The results of these informational X-ray inspections
indicate that the proper number of crimps were made. The field
engineer responsible for the workplans associated with DCN M-11050
has documented that he incorporated Burndy product "stuffer sheets"
into the workplans. Although this was not the proper process per
MAI-3.3, Revision 12, Paragraph 6.2.1, it does establish how the
craft and quality control (QC) inspectors obtained installation
information. Nuclear Assurance (NA) interviews to be documented in
Assessment NA-WB-94-0122 (draft) reflect that the interviewed craft
and QC personnel used the available Burndy product "stuffer sheets."

There is reasonable assurance to conclude that the Burndy YS-series
connectors which were included in DCN M-11050 were installed
correctly based on the visual inspections, X-ray results, and
personnel interviews.
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C. Penn Union Terminal Lugs

WBSCA940063 established methodology to determine the types of
terminal lugs used in medium-voltage applications. This methodology
employed a walkdown to inspect the exposed tang portion of terminal
lugs visually and classify each lug by manufacturer and type. As a
result of this walkdown, 33 lugs manufactured by Penn Union were
identified. Additional Penn Union lugs may be installed in the
population of 143 unknown terminal lugs that are discussed in
Paragraph I.B above (i.e., Items 8 and 9).

For the 33 Penn Union lugs identified to date, their installation
predates the documentation format that records the toolage used
during installation. Therefore, confirmation of proper application
must be through visual inspection or correlation to T&B connector
installations.

Insulation was removed from two Penn Union lugs, and they were
inspected to verify proper lug size, die size, number of crimps, and
removal of flashing. Both were acceptable.

Penn Union TLU-series lugs are heavy-duty, cast-copper connectors
that are dimensionally identical to the T&B 53000-series connectors,
except for overall length (which may vary by up to 1/4 inch
depending on lug size), and have T&B tooling specified.

The Penn Union lugs use the identical crimping process as T&B 600V-
35kV lugs that are used in 600V and 6.9kV applications at WBN.
Approximately 200 T&B 600V-35kV lugs used in 600V applications were
visually inspected and verified as having acceptable die size,
number of crimps, and removal of flashing. In addition, 24 T&B
600V-35kV lugs that are used in medium-voltage applications were
inspected. All of the inspected T&B connectors that used the
identical crimping process as Penn Union lugs were acceptable.

Due to the similarity in fabrication of the Penn Union connectors to
the T&B 53000-series connectors and the similar nature of the
crimping process to T&B 53000 and 5 4000-series connectors, it is
reasonable to assess the adequacy of installation technique by
visual inspection of either lug type. Visual inspection of a large
number of this type of connector has demonstrated that the
installation of both Penn Union and T&B "color-keyed" connectors is
acceptable.

In conclusion, the review which has been performed to date to
evaluate the extent of condition of WBSCA940063 has determined with
reasonable assurance that T&B connectors (other than the 15kV type
which use "R-suffix" dies), Burndy connectors installed per DCN
M-11050, and the Penn Union connectors found during inspection
walkdowns are installed correctly.
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D. Other Low-Voltage Applications

The T&B, Burndy, and Penn Union uninsulated lugs that are discussed
in Paragraphs A, B, and C above require a crimping operation which
is considered next in complexity to that required for the T&B 15kV
type connectors which utilize "R-suffix" compression dies. The
review to evaluate the extent of condition for WBSCA940063 provides
reasonable assurance that these types of connectors are properly
installed. The installation process for lower-voltage terminations
is simpler. Also, the installation instructions provided to the
craft and QC have been verified as adequate. Based on these
considerations, TVA concludes that additional visual inspection of
low voltage terminations is not warranted.

III. TECHNICAL BASIS FOR USE OF 600V-RATED UNINSULATED CONNECTOR/LUGS IN
MEDIUM-VOLTAGE APPLICATIONS

The UL 486A standard for wire connectors and soldering lugs for use
with copper conductors does not cover connectors intended for use at
voltage levels in excess of 600 Volts. However, it should be noted
that UL allows the use of uninsulated connectors up to 35kV if the
cable is stress-relieved to the cable manufacturers' instructions (UL
"Electrical Construction Materials," Exception 2). This fact has
created confusion as to the "rating" or "listing" of the subject
connector/lugs to UL requirements. For example, the Burndy catalog
states for YS series connectors, "UL Listed to 35kV." Per
correspondence with Burndy, the catalog reference to "UL listed to
35kV" should read "UL allowed to 35kV." In addition, Thomas & Betts
does not prefer to use the UL publication "Electrical Construction
Materials" exception to specify voltage ratings. All Thomas & Betts
published voltage ratings above 600V are their own "vendor ratings" and
not UL. Penn Union has successfully tested the 500 MCM TLU-050D size
lug to the requirements of UL 486A, but does not endorse their product
line to the UL standard. The Penn Union TLU-series terminal/lugs are
primarily used in utility substation connections and are of the same
basic design as the Penn Union locomotive connectors which have been
used for many years in the railroad industry, sometimes in relatively
high vibration areas.

Therefore, Burndy and Thomas & Betts rate the subject connectors/lugs
for use in medium voltage applications. TVA has not received voltage
rating data from Penn Union as of this writing. Basically, uninsulated
connectors/lugs are designed and tested as current carrying components.
The UL486A testing requirements address the mechanical strength of the
connector (e.g., secureness and pullout test) and the current carrying
capacity of the connector (e.g., static heating test). There is no
test for voltage capability for uninsulated connectors/lugs per the
requirements of UL486A.

To address the voltage capability of a connector/lug, shielded medium
voltage power cables require stress control when terminated or spliced.
When the insulation is removed from a cable, the electric field
intensifies at the cutback point. If the field is great enough, it can
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cause the air to break down, resulting in corona. Corona or electrical
discharge will ultimately destroy the cable insulation, causing
premature failure. It should be noted that for WBN medium voltage
applications (6900V), the phase to ground voltage is approximately 4200
VRMS which is on the low end of the spectrum for corona effects. The
splice kit manufacturer (e.g., Raychem) is responsible for the
dielectric integrity of the completed splice by use of stress relief
materials around a connector that may be supplied by various
manufacturers (e.g., Thomas & Betts, Burndy, etc.). For the connectors
discussed above, Raychem technical representatives have inspected as-
constructed splices representative of those found as part of the
extent of condition review. In addition, each splice inspected was
properly built utilizing Raychem kits. Raychem has performed extensive
testing using square end (e.g., nontapered similar to Burndy YS or
T&B 53500/54500) connectors to qualify their materials.

In conclusion, T&B and Burndy support the use of their product in
medium-voltage applications as long as "voltage stress control" is
addressed by proper use of Raychem materials. Therefore, since the
inspection findings discussed previously validate that the Thomas &
Betts (other than 15kV series) and Burndy connectors have been properly
installed (e.g., required number of crimps, tool/die selection), in
conjunction with being rated by the manufacturer for use in medium
voltage application of 6900 volts, and have been properly stress
controlled by use of Raychem materials, it is concluded that these
connectors/lug types are suitable for both the Integrated Test Sequence
(ITS) and long-term operation. Since Penn Union lugs were not
purchased to safety-related requirements, TVA will perform a commercial
grade dedication on these lugs which will address both material
composition and testing per the requirements of UL486A. If the
commercial grade dedication is successful, the installed Penn Union
lugs will be accepted. If not, they will be removed from service prior
to fuel load.

IV. IMPROPER CRIMPING OF T&B 15kV LUGS/CONNECTORS

As part of the extent of condition methodology for WBSCA940063, QA
interviewed craft and QC personnel involved with installation of T&B
15kV connectors. Two craft personnel and one QC inspector indicated a
lack of knowledge regarding installation requirements. A splice on
which these three had worked was opened for inspection and was verified
to be incorrectly installed. Two other splices have had insulation
removed and they also did not meet installation requirements. More
interviews were performed which confirmed that confusion exists with
respect to proper installation requirements for the T&B 15kV
connectors. Review of the MAI-3.3 instructions revealed conflicting
requirements as a primary causal factor.

To confirm the worst case installed configuration for the T&B 15kV
connectors, an additional 44 splices using 2-way connectors have been
X-rayed. The X-rays can readily demonstrate the number of crimps
performed, but can not discern die rotation. Six of the X-rayed
connectors were installed on 500 MCM cables and the X-rays demonstrated
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four crimps (two per barrel end). The six were consistent with the one
previously removed 500 MCM T&B 15kV connector which had four crimps (no
overlap) each with 90° rotation. Thirty-eight connectors were
installed on 2/0 and 4/0 cables with the X-rays showing one crimp on
each barrel end. The 38 were consistent with the two previously
removed 4/0 and 2/0 T&B 15kV connectors which had one crimp on each end
and no die rotation. From these results, it has been determined with
reasonable assurance that the worst case T&B 15kV connector
configuration is represented by one crimp per barrel, without rotation.
This configuration is discussed and evaluated in Paragraph V below.

V. TECHNICAL BASIS FOR USE OF THOMAS & BETTS 15KV 54000-SERIES SPLICES
(2-WAY CONNECTORS) AND 54400-SERIES LUGS

As previously discussed, field inspections have noted that the subject
T&B 15kV connectors/lugs have been installed improperly due to the
complexity of operation required (e.g., overlap and 90° rotation of
tool). Upon review of interviews with craft and QC inspectors, field
inspections, and X-ray results, it has been concluded that the worst
case scenario is a connector with only one crimp on each barrel end
with no rotation. To determine the impact on the connector capability
to perform its intended function, Thomas & Betts has performed a UL486A
test on six 54000-series connectors (two of each size) with only one
crimp on each end and no tool rotation. As noted below, the results
confirm that the tested connectors passed the UL486A requirements.

CABI SIZE | SECURENESS HEATING TEST ('C) | PULL TEST PULLOUT I ABOVE
CONNTOR TEST ALLOWABLE/ACTUAL VALUE ACTUAL VALUE ALLBL

2/0 (54010) Both Passed 69 Both Passed See Note 1 3707
60/60 300 lbs 1110 lbs

4/0 (54012) Both Passed 70 Both Passed See Note 1 296%
63/65 450 lbs 1331 lbs

500 (54018) Both Passed 70 Both Passed See Note 1 310X
58/59 800 lbs 2483 lbs

NOTE 1: Only one connector specimen for each cable size was tested to determine actual
pullout value. This is not a requirement of UL486A.

Based on the successful results of this test, inspections by Raychem
technical representatives, and successful load testing of the DGs at
110% of rated load for 2 hours followed by 100% of rated load for
22 hours, it is concluded that the Thomas & Betts 54000-series and
5 4400-series connectors/lugs are suitable for use in support of the
ITS. TVA will perform additional testing and coordination with the
manufacturer (Thomas & Betts) prior to determining the long-term
acceptability of T&B 54000-series and 54400-series connectors/lugs.
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*
ENCLOSURE 2

List of Commitments

* Since Penn Union lugs were not purchased to safety-related requirements,
TVA will perform a commercial grade dedication on these lugs which will
address both material composition and testing per the requirements of
UL486A. If the commercial grade dedication is successful, the installed
Penn Union lugs will be accepted. If not, they will be removed from
service prior to fuel load.

* TVA will perform additional testing and coordination with the manufacturer
(Thomas & Betts) prior to determining the long-term acceptability of T&B
54000-series and 54400-series connectors/lugs.


